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Did you count the metal windows? Too often these fail to 
get the same attention steel bars are given. And why? In all 
actuality, metal windows built into the building should be 
more concerning. When approached aggressively, security 
bars are really not that difficult to overcome. Proper 
use of hand tools can manipulate anchors from tired 
mortar while able saw work usually requires only a few 
well-placedwell-placed cuts before allowing the bars to be leveraged 

away from the structure. Metal windows on the other 
hand are frequently more substantial, posing           
potential for   serious consequences. Unless found in 
areas undergoing  revitalization, most of what is      
encountered is inoperable. If they do open, egress may 
be limited or awkward, dependent on the various     
configurconfigurations encountered. This drill examines a few 
considerations worth analyzing concerning metal 
frame windows. 
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Considerations: cut the locking mechanism out / cutting 

the hinges / cut enough components to allow the rest of 
the assembly to be leveraged away / other?

         What kind of       
obstacles are commonly 
encountered that impede 
our ability to open the 
window for ingress or 
egress?

(Picture on right shows a 

screw being utilized to 

prevent hinge rotation)

                                       Considerat
ions: numerous 

coats of paint / applicati
on of weather        

sealant to  prevent  rattlin
g and drafts /        

security  measures like tac w
elds, padlocks, 

and improvised DYI  solution
  / other?                   

                                  What tactics can be   
    employed to minimize the potential of cuts        
   necessary?

What tactical approach        
can a sawyer take to     
prevent exhausting smoke 
from choking the saw? 

What keeps us from using 
hand tools to separate 
the welds?                                                 Conside

rations: 

how substantial is the weld
 / do we 

have the necessary time 
/ does       

visibility support the a
ccuracy        

required / is the window    el
evated / 

do we have enough room to g
enerate 

the power we need / other?

Do we have other tools     
  that can be used?

Considerations: sawzall / hydraulic 
cutters / rebar cutters / other?


